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Introduction 

Theorists, both physicists and astronomers, are usually greatly pleased with their 
choice, because to study theoretical questions is, in a sense, easier and more effective 
than to observe and to measure. Experimentalists and observers, on the other hand, 
often grumble at their fortune for their work is very labour-consuming and its success 
depends largely on quite non-scientific problems, such as getting money, equipment 
and so on. I should like to mention this because the study of pulsars can serve as an 
example (not, of course, the only one) when the theorists have every reason for 
envying the observers. At any rate as far as 1 am concerned, this is so. In the previous 
report made by A. Hewish the facts were presented and we have every reason for 
congratulating the observers on their success. In less than three years great work has 
been done. As for the theory of pulsars we have, for the time being, a shortage of 
exactly established facts and I would like to discuss mainly general considerations 
and working hypotheses. Fortunately, for the theorists the situation is not always like 
that. There are cases when theory goes far ahead and anticipates observations. In the 
case of pulsars some lag in the theory is caused by two circumstances. Firstly we deal 
here with exceptionally complicated tasks, for example, with the equation of state of 
a substance with a density gj> 1011 g c m - 3 and the electrodynamics of the magneto-
sphere of a rapidly rotating star with non-coinciding axes of rotation and of magnetic 
symmetry (say, with the direction of magnetic dipole). Secondly the observational 
data, in spite of their variety, give only indirect information about pulsars because 
their structure cannot be seen directly as, for example, in the case of the surface of 
the Sun or a number of nebulae. 

All the foregoing, I believe, elucidates the character of the present report. It is 
devoted to the present situation of the theory of pulsars but we cannot yet present a 
clear and complete picture. 

De Jager (edj, Highlights of Astronomy, 20-62. All Rights Reserved 
Copyright © 1971 by the 1AV 
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1. Physical Nature of Pulsars 

What are the pulsars as astronomical bodies? The main criterion in the choice of a 
candidate 'for pulsars' is the possibility to obtain a highly stable period which is 
rather small (P — 3 x 10~2 — 4 sec). It is obvious enough that only a massive object can 
satisfy this requirement. So we have to deal with a star or a binary star but not with 
a nebula or a plasmatic bunch. Specifically, it has been suggested to identify pulsars 
with the following objects: (a) neutron stars, (b) white dwarfs, (c) double (binary) 
systems (binary stars), and (d) objects of a 'new type'. 

From the very beginning it was suggested to regard pulsations [1] and rotation [2] 
as the mechanism providing the periodicity of the radiation pulses. At first the choice 
between these two possibilities was hampered because of the fact that only pulsars 
with periods P^0.25 sec were known. After the discovery of the short periodic pulsars 
PSR 0833-45 and NP 0532 with periods 0.089 and 0.033 sec the situation became 
much clearer*. The point is that because of the effects of general relativity the period 
of the fundamental mode of radial pulsations for non-rotating white dwarfs cannot 
be shorter than about 2 sec. For rotating white dwarfs the period of quasiradial 
pulsation can reach 0.6 sec while the period of fundamental non-radial pulsation can 
reach 0.2 sec. And even if we disregard the difficulty of involving non-radial pulsations 
because of their damping owing to gravitational radiation, pulsation periods for white 
dwarfs P<0.2 sec can only be obtained for overtones. But how then, in accordance 
with the data on pulsars, can we explain the presence of pulsations in some overtone 
while it is completely absent for the fundamental tone and for other overtones? 
Besides, the question arises of the cause of the high stability of the pulsations. 

Rotation periods of white dwarf are limited by the requirements that no collapse 
or intense outflow of matter from the star should occur. The latter condition can be 
observed, roughly speaking, the gravitational acceleration exceeds the centrifugal 
acceleration. Hence, we come to the inequality: 

G M . ô „ 2 .. n JGM\112
 (AUGQX11 
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where M is mass, r0 the radius, v0 = Qr0 is the velocity at the surface and Q is the 
average density of the star. Thus the rotation period should satisfy the condition 

^̂ y • (i) 
Hence P> 1 sec when g< 108 g cm - 3 . In the case of non-rigid rotation, the angular 
velocity, particularly near the poles can in principle be faster than according to the 
estimation (1). However, there are no indications of the possibility of obtaining 
values /"<0.1 sec; practically, even rotation periods P<\ sec are hardly probable for 

* The data on the pulsation periods and the rotation periods for white dwarfs and neutron stars are 
presented in detail in References [3-6] and in the literature cited there. 
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white dwarfs. Thus it is almost sure that short periodic pulsars cannot be white 
dwarfs. Such a conclusion is also confirmed by the fact that not a single pulsar is 
identified optically with a white dwarf*. The parameters of neutron stars (their central 
density QC, radius r0 and, for example, the period of the fundamental mode of radial 
pulsations P0) depend on the equation of state of nuclear matter. Calculations whose 
results were used till recently for neutron stars showed their highest possible mass 
Mm a x« 1-2.5 M 0 ; in this case for mass M&MQ radius r 0 « 10 km and the period of 
pulsations P o ^ l O ^ - l O - 4 sec. According to these calculations [3] for light neutron 
stars r0«50-200 km, e c »3-10x 1013gcm~3 and P 0 ~ 1 0 _ 2 s at M*0.1-0 .2M o . On 
the other hand according to calculations [5] in which a more correct equation of state 
seems to be used Mm a x«O.26M0 at gcs$1015 gcm~3 while a t g c ^ 3 x l 0 1 4 g cm~3 

(M<0.13 MQ) there are no stable configurations at all. An analogous assertion has 
been made in Reference [6] for the models with QX 1013 g cm - 3 . 

It apparently results from this that for neutron stars P<10~ 2 sec. Irrespective of 
possible future more precise calculations of pulsation periods for neutron stars, it is 
practically obvious that these periods are less than those for the observed pulsars. 
On the contrary, even the shortest known period P = 0.033 sec is acceptable as a ro
tation period for neutron stars [7]. As a matter of fact, if M&MQ and r 0 * 106 cm 
we have an average density g « 5 x l 0 1 4 and, according to (1) a rotation period 
P>10~ 3 sec. Recent calculation [5], yield a radius of/-0«30 km for A/«0.2 M0, i.e. 
QXA x 1012 and P> 10"2 sec. 

So, on the basis of the observed periods all known pulsars can be rotating neutron 
stars. Pulsars with long periods ( P ^ l sec) might be rotating or pulsating white 
dwarfs. But the latter assumption is unlikely in view of the absence of optical iden
tifications of pulsars with white dwarfs, evolutional considerations (viz. the increase 
of the pulsars' period with time; due to this fact short periodic pulsars in the course 
of time have to become long periodic) and finally the absence of indications that there 
exist pulsars of various types. 

The assumption that pulsars are members of binary systems (stars) seems to be 
altogether eliminated due to gravitational radiation. In view of such radiation the 
period P <, 1 sec of a binary star should change much more rapidly and in the direction 
than is observed for pulsars (see e.g. the corresponding formula for dP/df in Refe
rence [3]). In fact, some doubts have been expressed in the literature about the correct
ness of the assertion that binary stars are radiating gravitational waves. Regarding the 
theoretical aspect of the question these doubts, which have always seemed groundless 
to us (and to many others), are now strictly disproved. 

We should like to mention also that gravitational radiation with a powei of the 
same order of magnitude as in the general theory of relativity should result from any 

* Pulsar NP 0532 in the Crab Nebula cannot be a white dwarf, because its optical emission between 
the pulses is practically absent. On the other hand white dwarfs, in principle, can be invisible (white 
dwarfs with a mass close to the critical limit cool down quickly), and for this very reason the fact that 
pulsars are not identified with white dwarfs cannot strictly prove the assumption that pulsars are not 
white dwarfs. 
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other gravitational field theory which does not contradict with known experimental 
and observational data. 

There remains to be discussed the supposition that pulsars are objects of a 'new type', 
for example something like tiny quasars (they could be called 'quasarino')*. More 
specifically, the question is whether the evolution or collapse of stars could lead 
to configurations different from white dwarfs, neutron stars and collapsed stars 
(in the latter case in a comoving system of reference the star can reach radii 
smaller than the gravitational radius r9 = 2GM/c2«3 x 105 M/MQ cm). If we would 
not exceed the limits of the general theory of relativity, the only known possibility 
for searching for new dense quasistellar configurations is connected with consider
ations on the influence of a magnetic (or electromagnetic) field [8, 9]. We may believe, 
however, that the influence of a magnetic field can prove to be radical, provided the 
magnetic energy of the star is comparable with its gravitational energy, i.e. WmK 
«(//2/8re)/-0

3«GM2/r0. Hence, if MxMQ, the field # = 1 0 3 0 r^2, i.e., 77>1016 Oe 
at r0= 107 cm. The appearance of such strong fields is hardly probable. It seems even 
less probable to identify pulsars with dense pulsating configurations which may be 
possible [10, 11] provided we refuse or at least modify the equations of general 
relativity. Some generalisation or modification of the equations of general relativity 
could, in principle, be expected, by taking into account the quantum fluctuations of 
the metrics which are significant for the characteristic length: lgx yJ(Ghjci)=\0~33 

cm, time: tg = lg/c=\0~4'3 sec, and density: Qg = c5/G2h = 5 x 1093 g e m - 3 . But the 
average density of a star with mass M and radius rxrg = 2GM/c2 is about Q{rg) = 
= 3c2!(8nGr2). It is obvious that for M=MQ, the density Q(rg)=1016 gcm~3<^Qg 

and Q&gg only for a 'star' with mass MxMgx ^(cA/G)* 10~5 g, the gravitational 
radius of which is rg&lgx 10~33 cm. All this has nothing to do with pulsars. Hence, 
in order to make a pulsar model by changing the general theory of relativity these 
changes should be made at a rather 'early' stage, i.e. when gravitational fields are 
relatively weak. 

There is no reason for that, but for those who would like to exceed the limits of 
already known physical laws and theories in astronomy, pulsars are one of the most 
attractive objects. We shall return to this at the end of this discourse. And now I 
should mention that from my judgement it is only accidentally that the identification 
of pulsars with neutron stars has not generally caused a storm of doubts** while the 
use of cosmological distances for quasars has been repeatedly disputed and is being 
questioned up to now. In any case we will make use of this lucky fact and will below 
consider pulsars to be rotating neutron stars. 

* It is most probable that the quasar nucleus (compact source of powerful radiation) is a supermassive 
plasma body (Af ** 109 A/Q, i-« 1017 cm). Large internal rotational type motions and magnetic fields 
are characteristic of this body [8]. Therefore, some analogy between quasars and pulsars is evident (see 
also [8a]). 
** The above-mentioned uncertainty which concerns the parameters of neutron stars [3,5,6] does not 
excite any particular apprehension at present. For understanding the mechanism of the formation of 
neutron stars, the situation is worse but this process is so complicated that the difficulties that we have 
in mind [12] cannot yet arouse any fears. 
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2. Rotating Magnetized Neutron Stars 

In transforming the star into a neutron star the moment of inertia is considerably 
diminished (for example, if the mass does not change and the radius reduces from 
3 x 1010 to 3 x 106 cm, the moment of inertia diminishes by 8 orders of magnitude). 
That is why it is quite natural to expect neutron stars to rotate rather rapidly (for 
NP 0532 the angular velocity Qx200 as compared with that of the Sun's surface 
QQx2x\0'6). 

As far as the magnetic field is concerned there is an analogous situation, i.e. in the 
case of 'frozen-in' magnetic field lines, the field H increases proportionally to r ~2 or 
to Q213 (r is some radius of the star, Q is its density). Hence, for example, for a field 
HK,\ Oe at r « 3 x l 0 1 0 c m or QX\ gem" 3 we obtain fields tf0«108 at / - 0 «3x l0 6 

and g 0 « 1012. The initial field of the star can, however, reach 103-104 Oe and central 
density of the neutron stars gc>1014-1015. That is why fields in neutron stars can 
(though they should not) reach values 1013-1015 or, which is more realistic, values 
HKW2 Oe. On the other hand, due to the outflow of the envelope and for some 
other reasons the initial radius r may be only about 108 cm. Then even at r0x 106 

and / f»10 4 the field Ho = 108 Oe. (The possibility that magnetic fields of neutron 
stars can be so strong was noted even before the discovery of pulsars; see, for ex
ample [8, 13].) 

Thus we can say that neutron stars should, as a rule, rotate rather rapidly (angular 
velocity fl<103) and should be highly magnetized (fields 108 </ /<101 2-101 4 Oe). 
There is no known reason, besides, for coincidence of the rotation axis fi with the 
magnetic moment m (or some other axis of magnetic symmetry) connected with the 
star. So we come to a non-symmetric and non-stationary system, i.e. to the model of 
the so-called oblique rotator (Figure 1). The discussion of such a model [14] in 
application to neutron stars had started not long before the discovery of pulsars. 

/ / 
/ MAGNETIC 

AXIS 

AXIS OF 
ROTATION 

Fig. 1. Oblique rotator. 
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There are two other circumstances in favour of the identification of pulsars with 
rotating neutron stars. First of all owing to the emission of electromagnetic and 
gravitational waves and also as a result of gas outflow (stellar wind) the angular 
velocity of the star should decrease. In accordance with this the period of pulsars P 
should, as a rule, increase, which is being observed. Secondly, at any rate for the 
pulsar NP 0532 in the Crab Nebula the period of which doubles during a time interval 
r«2400 yr, it is natural to assume that the decrease of the kinetic energy of the stars' 
rotation \dKjdt\ KK/T= 1 0 ~ U K erg sec""1 is equal to the total luminosity of the 
Crab Nebula L«10 3 8 erg sec- 1 . Such an assumption agrees well with the rough 
estimation of the kinetic energy of neutron star rotation K=\IQ2~\QA9 erg, obtained 
for £2 = 200 and the moment of inertia IvMrl = \0*5 g cm2 ( M « M G = 2 x 1033 g, 
/•0=106cm). 

Theoretical problems connected with the study of pulsars as rotating magnetized 
neutron stars are rather numerous but we can, though conditionally, outline three 
groups of questions: 

Structure and processes within neutron stars. 
Structure and dynamics of the atmosphere and magnetosphere of rotating neutron 

stars. Connection of the magnetosphere of the star with a supernova envelope and 
the interstellar medium. 

Mechanisms of pulsar radiation and the corresponding models of pulsars - sources 
of observed electromagnetic radiation. 

Besides, of course, several questions arise concerning the role of pulsars in con
nection with supernova remnants, their role as sources of cosmic rays, the application 
of pulsars to various astronomical and physical purposes and so on. 

Below we are going to dwell briefly on all these aspects of the problem of pulsars. 

3. Pulsars and the Structure of Neutron Stars 

In view of the fact that we have not enough knowledge of the equation of state for 
the substance at superhigh densities, quantitative calculations of the structure of 
neutron stars are not yet reliable (see above and References [5, 6, 15]). We, however, 
will be interested below only in a qualitative picture and estimations of orders of 
magnitude. So it seems possible to choose the following parameters of a 'typical' 
neutron star M = 0.5 MQ, r0= 1-3 x 106 cm, gc>101 5 g cm - 3 . Further, the density 
of the neutron liquid Q„ is close to the total density of the substance in the star only 
at Q>5 x 1013 g cm - 3 . If g <3 x 1011 the role of neutrons is negligibly small and the 
substance consists of nuclei and electrons. Thus, it is quite clear that the outer layer 
of the star (say, at Q <; 1012) is a plasma and is similar to the substance in white dwarfs. 
But hence, a less evident assertion arises that the main part of the plasma layer of a 
neutron star is solid, i.e. forms a crust [15]. The point is that as a result of neutrino 
and electromagnetic radiation a neutron star cools rapidly and in view of the high 
heat conductivity it is rather soon after formation that practically the whole star has 
a temperature below 1-5 x 108 K. At the same time the melting temperature Tn of a 
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plasma is determined from the condition rkTm = e2Z2/rh where /•j = «i~
1/3 is the 

average distance between nuclei with a charge eZ. The numerical factor T = 100-200, 
i.e. the melting takes place when the kinetic energy of the nuclei is by two orders of 
magnitude less than the energy of their Coulomb interaction. Hence, 

T m « 1 0 y / 3 Z 5 / 3 K , (2) 

where the density Qx2Zm/ih because we put A/Z=2 (mp= 1.67 x 10~24 g is the mass 
of the proton). It is clear from (2) that if Z > 10 and Q > 101 ° the temperature Tm > 108. 
Thus except for a thin 'fluid' or a gaseous surface plasma layer, a rather considerable 
plasma part of the star should be solid. The thickness of this solid layer for a 'typical' 
neutron star is about 104-105 cm. Under the crust there is a neutron liquid (Q>5-
10 x 1013) with an additional concentration of protons and electrons of one or several 
per cent [16]. All these particles (neutrons, protons and electrons) form a degenerate 
Fermi system and under such conditions we can with a certain approximation assume 
that the system consists, in a sense, of a mixture of independent neutron, proton and 
electron Fermi liquids. The electron liquid of high density is always a normal Fermi-
liquid, i.e. it is close to a Fermi-gas. But neutron and proton liquids can undergo a 
corresponding transformation into a superfluid and superconducting state (see [17-22]). 

It was only in 1957 that the nature of superfluidity and superconductivity in Fermi-
systems became clear (the theory of Bardeen, Cooper and Schriffer), though super
conductivity of metals had been discovered about half a century earlier (in 1911). As 
it turned out, if in a degenerate Fermi gas (liquid) particles with energies close to the 
Fermi-energy attract each other they will stick together and form pairs even in the 
case of the weakest attraction. Being bosons these pairs undergo something analogue 
to the Bose-Einstein condensation. In other words, in the case of attraction the 
ordinary Fermi distribution proves to be unstable and the energy spectrum of the 
system shows a gap, the width of which A (T) depends on the temperature T; the gap 
is maximal and equal to A (0) at T= 0. At a temperature Tc called the critical temper
ature the gap is closed (i.e. A (Tc) = 0). The value of TcxA (0)jK or, if we measure 
A (0) in MeV Tcx 1010-,dMeV(0) K. 

The presence of an energy gap makes it impossible for the particles to scatter by 
collisions, and, therefore, their flow does not slow down, once it appears. Thus the 
system appears to be superfluid or in the case of charged particles it is superconducting. 
Neutrons with opposite spins (in the j-state) will attract each other if not too close. 
This attraction is not strong enough for the formation of a bineutron but if degeneracy 
takes place (i.e. for a rather dense neutron gas) this attraction should result in the 
formation of the pairs mentioned and in their condensation into a superfluid state. 
The maximum width of the gap A (0) is of the same order of magnitude or a bit less 
than the energy of nuclear interaction, i.e. about 1 MeV and, therefore, the critical 
temperature 

r c « 1 0 1 % I e v ( 0 ) * 1 0 1 0 K . (3) 

This estimation refers to the density of a neutron liquid g «1013-1014 g c m - 3 and, 
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therefore, is suitable for the neutron liquid immediately under the crust (we shall 
recall that the total density of the substance Q~Qn at gi>5 x 1013, i.e. just in the inner 
border of the crust). With the growth of density, however, the considered gap As(0) 
for the pairs in the S-state decreases due to the increased role of repulsion and, ac
cording to some estimations [21, 22], the gap is 'closed', i.e. /ds(0) = 0 at g « g „ « 
% 1.5-2 x 1014 cm"3 (density Q„= 1.5 x 1014 gcm~3 corresponds to the density of 
neutrons in atomic nuclei; the total density in nuclei is about twice as much, i.e. 
<?nuicei~3 x 1014). Nevertheless, superfluidity does not necessarily disappear at 
/)s(0) = 0, because at g « e „ > 1 . 5 x l 0 1 4 the attraction between neutrons in the p-
state (in the triplet state with spin 1) comes into effect. The corresponding gap ^p(0) 
is, apparently, a bit less than the gap As(0), but the rough estimation (3) remains 
valid [22]. 

A proton liquid behaves approximately like a neutron liquid but its density is less 
by one or two orders of magnitude. As a result of the Coulomb repulsion of protons, 
the corresponding gap is apparently less by an order of magnitude than for a neutron 
liquid, that is the critical temperature for proton superconductivity Tc«109 K. 

Since in the majority of cases the temperature of the star T<^ Tc, we come to the 
conclusion that under the crust (at g>3-5 x 1013) neutron stars are superfluid (neu
tron liquid) and superconducting (proton liquid). This conclusion seems rather prob
able for densities g < 5 x 1014-1015, though even for this region it is not yet possible 
exactly to calculate or even estimate the gap As($) and, particularly, the gap Ap(0). 
As for the most dense regions with ^ > 1015 we cannot even roughly estimate the gap 
A (0) in the up-to-date situation. Therefore it is quite possible that in the central parts 
of rather massive ('typical') neutron stars there exists a non-superfluid and non-
superconducting core. We shall accept this to make the presentation below more 
definite. But generally this assumption is of no importance for our purposes. 

Thus, the 'typical' neutron star consists of a thin dense gas plasma envelope, a 
dense plasma crust, a superconducting and superfluid layer* and a dense core 
(figure 2). 

There have been hypotheses that the substance of a neutron star may be ferro
magnetic (we mean nuclear ferromagnetism when the magnetic moments of neutrons 
are parallel). According to calculations [23] at least for g = 5 x 1014 g c m - 3 nuclear 
ferromagnetism does not appear. As for the region with densities g^lO1 5 located 
within the limits of the stellar core the substance here, besides nucleons and electrons, 
should contain n and 7t-mesons and hyperons (the densities g = 1015 correspond to a 
Fermi energy EF= 100 MeV). The equation of state for these densities can only be 
guessed, which results in a sufficient uncertainty in calculating a number of para
meters for neutron stars. 

The observations of pulsars can yield information on the structure and evolution 
of the magnetic field of the star and on its dynamics or, specifically, the change of the 
rotational velocity. 

* The thickness of a superconducting layer can somewhat differ from that of a superfluid layer but we 
will neglect this difference for the sake of simplicity. 
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results in an increase of the succession period for pulsar pulses. But a dense crust 
cannot change its shape smoothly and it follows that with the rotation slowing down 
we should expect 'starquakes', that is the appearance of cracks and movements in 
the crust etc. As a result the crust's shape approximates the equilibrium shape for the 
given angular velocity. 

There is every reason to believe that due to 'starquakes' and changes in the crust 
the angular momentum J=IQ remains constant and, consequently, the change of 
the angular velocity is connected with the change of the moment of inertia AI, so that 
AQ/Q = -AIjI. For PSR 0833-45 a change AQ/Q = 2 x 10~6 has been observed and, 
so 4 / ^ - 2 x l 0 " 6 / « - 1 0 3 9 g c m 2 (£2 = 70, IxMr2xlO45 gem2 at MxMe and 
rx 106). Thus a mean radius of the star r should decrease only by Ar x \AI\jIrx 1 cm (!). 
It seems that after a change in the crust the star's rotation should be the same as 
before the crust's rebuilding because a negligibly small change in the radius is un
likely to influence the breaking torque (see, however, below). Actually, after the 
'catastrophe' the pulsar in Vela began to slow down quicker than before the 'catas
trophe' (specifically, Afoj£}x\0~2, i5 = d£2/dO- A rather plausible explanation [30] 
of this effect associates it with superfluidity and superconductivity of the neutron-
proton liquid under the crust. 

In superfluid liquids* with temperatures much less than the critical value, only 
motions without vorticity can take place and a superfluid part of the star does not 
seem to be able to rotate, that is its effective moment of inertia is to be equal to zero. 
Practically, however, already at negligibly small angular velocity Qc x {hjm„r2) ln(r/a) x 
x 10 - 4 sec- 1 (m„x 10"24 is the mass of a nucleon, r is the radius of a fluid sphere 
and a= 10"12 cm is the radius of the core of a vortex line where the liquid is not yet 
a superfluid) the appearance of vortex lines in the rotating superfluid parallel to the 
rotation axis is energetically advantageous. Round every such line the velocity circu
lation is equal to 2nhj2m„ and the angular momentum of the pair of nucleons (with 
mass 2m„) as a result of their motion around the line is equal to h= 1.05 x 10~27 

erg sec. If QpQc the number of lines formed is rather large for the angular velocity 
of the substance to be the same as it is in the case of a normal liquid. Then the num
ber of vortex lines per unit area perpendicular to the rotation axis n0 = 2mnQjnh 
(star's angular momentum 

J = IQx Mr2Q x n0hnr2 — , 
2m„ 

where Mj2m„ is the total number of pairs). Hence, the mean distance between the 
vortex lines is £ = «Q 1/2«(#/w„fi)1/2«(10"3/£2)1/2. Even for the pulsar in the Crab 
Nebula with £2«200 the distance E,x2 x 10~3 cm, which is incomparably larger than 
the mean distance between the neutrons i„x(Qlm„)"1/3xlO~i3 cm. 

* On the Earth the superfluidity has been investigated and is known only for helium II (liquid helium 
at T< TA = 2.17 K; we do not touch upon solutions of He3 in He4). In this case the superfluidity dis
appears at the 2-point (at a temperature T>, when helium II transforms into helium I), corresponding 
to the temperature of the Bose-Einstein condensation of helium atoms. 

file:///AI/jIrx
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Thus in a rotating neutron star its neutron-proton (fluid) part participates in ro
tation due to the appearance of a set of vortex lines which are probably somehow 
anchored to the solid crust. If the rotation velocity does not change the presence of 
vertical lines inside will not of course pronounce itself outside. But if the angular 
velocity changes, the situation is different. In the case of a normal (non-superfluid) 
liquid neutrons can exchange momentum with protons and electrons fairly rapidly 
(characteristic time T « 10~15 sec; see [20]). If the protons are superconducting and 
the neutrons are normal the momentum is transferred due to the interaction of elec
trons with the magnetic moment of neutrons and T » 10~9 sec. If protons are super
conductive and the neutrons form a superfluid, momentum transfer takes place only 
in the normal cores of vortex lines. The volume of these coies is by a factor 

, , 2mnQ , „ 
na2n0xna2 —"- < 10"18 

nh 

less than the total volume of a neutron liquid. In view of this the time of relaxation T 
becomes days or years (!). Hence, with the decrease of the moment of inertia of the 
crust only its angular velocity and the angular velocity of the proton and electron 
liquids increases at the beginning of the process while the angular velocity of the 
superfluid neutron layer will undergo some changes during a time T0 = 0.1-10 years. 
Thus the star's rotation can be described, in first approximation, by the equations 
[30] that speak for themselves 

l£ = jr J.L (Q - Qn) 
To (5) 

InQ„ = IJz0(Q-Q„). 

Here Ic and I„ are the moments of inertia for the crust and the superfluid part of the 
star respectively, JV is the breaking torque, Q is the observed angular velocity of the 
crust and Q„ is the angular velocity of the superfluid liquid. We can not spend time 
on the analysis of the Equations (5), specifically, under the change of the moments 
of inertia Ic and /„ resulting from 'starquakes'. Qualitatively, however, it is quite 
clear that before the establishment of a quasi-equilibrium (i.e. foratime ? < T 0 = 0 . 1 - 1 0 

yr) the crust is decelerated more strongly than the neutron liquid. So it is natural that 
after a 'starquake' (and, by the way, independent of the nature of the jump of angular 
velocity) the pulsar's period increases more rapidly than before. It results from this 
theory that A&I&K(TI%0)-(AQIQ), where T is a characteristic time for the star's 
rotation slowing down, for example, the time of doubling of the pulsar period (we 
may as well assume that £?/&= —l/T). For the pulsar in Vela T= 24000 yr and for 
xo — 1 y A&j&x 104 AQjQ, which corresponds to the observations. 

The non-monotonous change of the frequency ('frequency wobble') with a period 
of about three months registered for the pulsar NP 0532 can also be connected with 
the behaviour of a superfluid part of the star [32]. The point is that slow torsional 
oscillations (just with the needed period) can take place in the system of vortex lines. 

It should be noted that the discovered perturbations in the monotonous increase 
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of the periods of the young pulsars in Vela and Crab may, in principle, not only be 
associated with 'starquakes' of the crust and with superfluidity of the neutron liquid. 
We might try to connect the perturbations of the period with the presence of light 
satellites (planets) [33, 34] of a pulsar-star, with changes of gravitational radiation 
losses due to changes of quadrupole moment of the star's mass [34a] and with some 
other reasons [33, 34].* However, the above explanation seems to us more probable; 
it can be tested during sufficiently long series of observations over the change of the 
pulsar period after the 'catastrophe' (the jump of the period). 

Thus, the study of irregularities (perturbations) in the course of a secular increase 
of the pulsar period offers the possibility to 'look' inside a neutron star. Preliminary 
data on this account testify in favour of the presence in neutron stars of a solid crust 
and a superfluid neutron core or layer (the protons in this layer are, probably, super
conducting). 

We cannot but emphasize that after the failure of the efforts to identify some 
cosmic X-ray sources with neutron stars and up to the discovery of pulsars the pros
pect of proving the very existence of neutron stars did not seem cheerful. Now we 
may even study the inner parts of these stars and we feel inspired by this success. 

4. Electrodynamics of Rotating Magnetized Neutron Stars 

The above estimates of the time of magnetic field relaxation xm allow us in first ap
proximation to consider that in a coordinate system connected with the star its mag
netic field does not change with time (within the star's body itself). The structure of 
this field is not known and there is no reason to consider it to be strictly dipolar but 
generally a dipole term is of primary importance outside the star. Nevertheless, 
strictly speaking, this refers only to the case when a star is in vacuum. If in the 
magnetosphere of the star or even in its wave zone a rather dense plasma is present 
the character of the field outside the star can change drastically. 

Let us assume first that the star is in vacuum. In this case a correct solution is 
known for the field of a rotating star as far as it can be considered to be a point 
magnetic dipole and for a more realistic model of a perfectly conducting, uniformly 
magnetized rotating sphere [35]. The magnetic dipole moment of the star m can 
conveniently be split into a component ni|| along the rotation axis il and a component 
mx perpendicular to it. 

Obviously, my does not change with time (we assume here that m = const), while 
the dipole n^ rotates and, therefore, radiates. Irrespective of details of the structure 
of the field at the star's surface and near the star (nearby zone), in the wave zone (at 
r^>X0 = 2nc/Q) the field decreases as \jr and the total intensity (luminosity) of the 

* We should note that, in using the Equations (5) in paper [30] and in all others known to us, the 
torque ./C" is considered the same before and after the starquake. Meanwhile, not only gravitational 
braking (see [34a]) but, in all probability, a more sufficient electromagnetic braking for pulsars can be 
changed during a starquake as a result of the additional outflow of plasma and caused by the change of 
the conditions near the star (see the next part of this article). 
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magnetic dipole radiation Lm = %m\Q%. It is natural that this intensity is gained due 
to the decrease of the kinetic energy of the star's rotation K=IQ2j2 and, therefore, 
at the absence of other losses: 

dK . , Q4 

• = I.QQ = -imi-3. (6) 
at c 

Hence Q = Q0(l +tjTm)~V2, Tm = 3c3l/4mlQ2
t and the time t is counted from the 

moment when Q = Q0. In our epoch the period of the pulsar NP 0532 in the Crab 
Nebula doubles in a time Tx2400 yr = 1011 sec. Hence, if Q0 x200 and Ix Mr\ x 1045 

g cm2 the time T= Tm at mLxl x 1030 G cm3. The field of the magnetic dipole B = 
s H = 2 m / r 3 at the magnetic pole and H = — m/r3 at the magnetic equator. Hence, 
tfmxmLx\tf° at the surface of a star with a radius r 0 «10 6 cm the field H0x 1012 Oe. 
Such and estimate is usually used [36]. It does not contradict the independent esti
mations of the field connected with considerations of the formation of a neutron star 
(see above). At the same time it is obvious that Equation (6) is quite true only for a 
star in vacuum (we include the assumption that there is no particle outflow from the 
star) and if also the gravitational radiation is neglected. The role of gravitational 
radiation can be included by adding to the right side of Equation (6) the term 

G ~ Q 6G , , 

where 3>\ is the component of the quadrupole moment of the star's mass perpendicular 
to the rotation axis and sx(a — b)ja its ellipticity (a and b are the axes of the star's 
elliptic cross-section perpendicular to the rotation axis; see [36]). In the oblique 
rotator model the moment Q>L appears automatically under the influence of a mag
netic field, asymmetric to the axis. However, only in the presence of an inner (for 
instance, toroidal) field in the star Ht>, 1015 (see [36, 37]) the intensity of gravitational 
radiation £ 9 «10 3 8 erg sec- 1. Though the presence of such a field is in principle 
acceptable and does not contradict the presence of an outer (for instance, poloidal) 
field H0<101 3, it seems to us rather unrealistic. For some reasons (see below) it is 
hardly possible also to estimate the intensity of gravitational radiation, considering 
either the energy balance or the dependence of the pulsar period (angular velocity) 
on the time. So, we can make things clear only by measuring the flux of gravitational 
waves emitted from the Crab pulsar (it is of importance that the plasma envelope 
practically does not affect the intensity of gravitational radiation). Unfortunately, 
such measurements are unlikely to be carried out in the nearest future*. 

* The flux on the Earth 

tg = Fg «s ' * 3 x lfr7 erg/cm2 sec, 

corresponds to a gravitational radiation of the pulsar in the Crab Nebula with a power 
Lg^ 1038 erg sec-1 while the existing receivers can record only a flux Fgm 104 erg cirr2 sec ^.Excluding 
any new methods [39] the recording of fluxes Fg < 10~6 — 10~7 erg cm-2 sec-1 will require the cooling 
of a receiver weighing several tons to very low temperatures (T< \0'2 K). Such a project seems quite 
possible even today [40] but it will require rather hard work. 
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Besides by electromagnetic and gravitational radiation, a star can lose its energy 
by the outflow of the star's plasma and the acceleration of charged particles escaping 
from the star [41-43]. It is of importance that near a magnetized star rotating in 
vacuum an electric field EK(Qrjc) H should be present (in a coordinate system ro
tating with the star E=0). 

Such an effect (as a matter of fact, we speak of unipolar induction) can play a 
significant part even in the case of ordinary slowly rotating stars [44]. Its role for 
pulsars, of course, increases considerably due to the high values of H and Q. For 
example, if QxlO2, r«10 6 and # > 1 0 8 the field £ £ 3 x 105«108 V/cm. Hence, we 
have a potential difference VxErx 1014 V. It is quite obvious that in the presence 
of such fields and even with fields, smaller by several orders of magnitude (a field can 
considerably decrease if the plasma atmosphere of the star is dense enough) the 
gravity in the atmosphere of the star is of secondary importance. Specifically, it is 
out of the question that a magnetized rotating neutron star could have an extremely 
thin equilibrium atmosphere with a characteristic height hKKTr2jGMmpx\ cm (at 
7"=106 K, M=MQ, r 0 =10 6 cm; mp= 1.67 x 10"24 is the mass of a proton). Thus 
there is no reason and, generally speaking, it is impossible to consider such a star to 
be situated in a vacuum. 

Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to make a somewhat consistent theory of 
the atmosphere (magnetosphere) of a rotating magnetized neutron star which is al
ready clear from the example of slowly rotating stars [45]. Possibly, the influence of 
the effects of general relativity may be significant for neutron stars and for the deter
mination of electromagnetic fields [8, 46]. In any case, no such theory has been made 
and the picture is obscure, even quantitatively if we speak of the distribution of 
plasma outside the star depending on the parameters Q, m (magnetic moment) and r 
(coordinates)*. 

That is why we can make below only some remarks concerning the electrodynamics 
of pulsars. 

Corotation of a star and plasma in its magnetosphere is altogether impossible for 
distances (from the rotation axis) exceeding the radius of the 'light cylinder' 

r = C =4.8 x 109P(sec)cm. (7) 

The point is that in the case of corotation (rigid rotation) even at r = rc the plasma 
velocity v = c. If n = 2n/P = 200 the radius rc=1.5 x 108 cm and at tf0>108 the field 
HcxH0(r0lrcy^\02 Oe. Hence, H2l$nxnKT for the number density of nonrela-
tivistic electrons in the magnetosphere n = ne>400jkTx4x 1012 cm"3 at T~106 K 
or for relativistic electrons n = nr>4 x 107 c m - 3 at KTXEX\0~SX\0 MeV. Hence, 

* The dependence of the plasma density on the mass of the star and its temperature is, probably, of 
less significance. The same refers to the conditions far from the star if accretion does not play a role 
(according to [47] accretion may be of great importance). We should also note that the parameter m 
is equivalent to two scalar parameters, that is the field Ho at the surface of the star (say, at its mag
netic pole) and the angle a between £i and m. 
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it is clear that as far as short periodic pulsars are concerned their magnetic field can 
really carry along a fairly dense plasma till distances r« r c . However, even in this 
case, without speaking of long periodic pulsars, the rigid corotation of plasma can 
probably brake much earlier, at r<rc or even at r<^rc depending on a number of 
circumstances, like the density and effective temperature of the plasma, the con
figuration of the field. Thus the distance rc plays the role of some maximum charac
teristic distance for pulsars. This conclusion corresponds with the estimate of the 
maximum length / of the pulsar radiating region. In fact, pulses with a duration bP, 
generally speaking, should emerge from a region with a length l<cbP, because other
wise the pulse will be considerably blurred due to the dealy of the signals emerging 
from different parts of the source*. For pulsars, of course, the duration of the pulses 
bP<P and, therefore, l<cP = 2nc/Q or, practically, l-^lncjQ. 

For the oblique rotator (angle a > 0) the picture is nonsymmetric and nonstationary. 
So there is every reason for expecting the appearance of different plasma instabilities 
causing plasma turbulence, its warming and further acceleration of particles in the 
magnetosphere and when leaving it. All these processes can, however, take place also 
in the case of coincidence of the rotation axis with that of magnetic dipole (angle 
a — 0). Such a model lends itself easier to the analysis [42] because of the presence of 
axial symmetry and, probably, reflects some significant peculiarities of more real 
pulsar models. It is interesting that for the model with axial symmetry, the slowing 
down of the star's rotation, though not taking place because of the radiation but due 
to the acceleration of particles by the electric field, corresponds to the formula (6) 
in which m± is replaced by mn (see [41, 42]; of course, if <x = 0 the magnetic moment 
along the rotation axis my is equal to the total moment m). As a result, for the field 
H0 at the star's surface we have the same estimate as before, i.e. for the pulsar in 
Crabtf0«101 2Oe. 

However, such an evaluation of the field seems to us not yet convincing because 
the influence of plasma outside the star's body has not been included. 

Most clearly it can be seen in the case of braking due to magnetic dipole radiation. 
As was noted above a magnetic dipole in vacuum radiates electromagnetic waves 
with the power 

2<24 

Lm = | m ± 3 . 

If, however, such a dipole is placed in a uniform isotropic medium with the index of 
refraction n, the power Lm(n) changes by a factor h3(Q) (for an electric dipole the 
power changes by a factor h{Q)). More precisely, the above concerns the case when 
waves with a frequency Q can propagate in the given medium. If n2(Q)<0 the waves 
do not leave the dipole and one obtains for the power of radiation Lm(/5) = 0. For an 

* More precisely, not the whole length of the radiating source appears in the role of / but only the 
length of that part in which the intensity of radiation increases considerably due to the maser effect (for 
details see [48]). 
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isotropic 'cold' (non-relativistic) plasma 

n2 (ft)) = 1 - , , co, = / = 5.64 x \0AJne 
co v m 

and the inequality n2(oo = Q)<0 can be fulfilled easily. 

In the case of magnetic stars and specifically of pulsars a near-stellar plasma is 

influenced by the magnetic field. That means that the plasma is magnetoactive and 

the indices of refraction h2 for normal waves propagating in it depend in a rather 
complicated way on the frequency co, the value of the field H, the angle 8 between H 
and the wave vector k and on other parameters (see, for example, [49]). Thus, if the 
frequency a> is small as compared with the gyrofrequency for ions QH — eH/mic = 
= 9.6 x 103 H (the ions are considered to be nonrelativistic; the numerical coefficient 
refers to the case of hydrogen when m; = mp = 1836 m= 1.67 x 10~24 g), in a great 
number of cases a magnetohydrodynamic approximation is applicable. With this, for 
example, for waves propagating along the magnetic field 

, 47tm.n;c
2 ATIQC2 

n2= 1 +—• ~ - * l + - V 
H2 H2 

or 

. CJATIQ 
n = = c va 

H 

on the condition that the Alfven velocity 

H 

sJ4nQ 

On the same condition, obviously, n$> 1 (for example, if H= 106, the particle density 
«; = A!e>1014 cm - 3 , and Q> 10~10 g e m - 3 , the index «>10). Thus for the magneto
hydrodynamic region of frequencies the radiation and, therefore, the slowing down 
of the oblique rotator can sufficiently differ from that in vacuum (this conclusion is 
confirmed by more detailed calculations [50]). In the Crab Nebula far from the pulsar 
/ /<10~3, the ionic gyrofrequency QH<\Q, and the magnetohydrodynamic approxi
mation is not valid. On the contrary, in this case the influence of ions is usually 
negligible. Besides, it is most probable that in the Crab Nebula the plasma frequency 
for electrons coe = 5.64 x \QAyJne>a>H = eHjmc=\.16 x 107 H and a)e>Q = a>. The 

same conditions are realized for whistlers in the Earth's magnetosphere and for 
'spiral waves' in metals. As we know (see, for example, [49] § 11) waves of only one 
type (the ordinary wave) can propagate in the conditions mentioned, it being known 
that 

n2(Q)= , - = _ - - • = - = / — r , (8) 
J{Q(oH cos: 0) V GH cos 6' 

P coH, a>e > Q, c% cos 9 > Q. 
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If cos0«l , we«105-106(«e«l-103) , £3 = 200 and coHxl0*(Hxl0-3), the index 
«2(f2)«102-103. If we assume just for orientation purposes that the radiation of the 
magnetic dipole is proportional to n3=nl as well as in the isotropic medium, the 
losses in the discussed case would increase by 106-109 times. With this the estimation 
of the field H0 at the star surface would be lower by a factor n\12 & 103—3 x 104 as 
compared with the evaluation for the vacuum. 

The above reasoning is not at all sufficient for a realistic estimation of the influence 
of the plasma on the slowing down of the star's rotation but nevertheless it illustrates 
the possibility for a nearstellar plasma to change radically all the picture and to 
cause the observed slowing down of the pulsar for fields / / 0«108-109 Oe at the 
surface of the star. This is the reason why we believe the question of the magnitude 
of this field still to be open and the values which are often used H0= 1012-1013 Oe 
can by no means be considered as well grounded. 

Electromagnetic radiation does not only slow down the star's rotation but it may 
lead also to a change of the angle a between the axis of rotation £1 and the magnetic 
moment m. This question was discussed in articles [36, 51, 52] by determining the 
torque N, which can be expressed through a stress tensor of the electromagnetic field 
Ty. For the same purpose we may use the general equation for a 'particle' with a 
mechanical angular momentum J0 and magnetic moment m 

dJ0 r „ n 4vm [ d2ml 2 T d3nfj 
= I mHextJ , m —,- H = m —,- , (9) 

dt L extJ
 3TTC3[ df2J 3c3 L d/3J W 

where Hext is the outer magnetic field in the location of the dipole and vm&c/r0 de
pends on the structure (form-factor) of a dipole (r0 is the radius of the magnetized 
sphere)*. The torque 

N = -
4 v ^ 

3TTC3 

} 2 _ dzm1 dJ„ 

']" d r df 

* The torque affecting the sphere with magnetization 

M = mS»(r)J^(r)dr = 1 
is equal to 

j [mH(r)] ®(x) dr, 

while the field H(r) = Hext + Hi(r) where Hi(r) is the self-field of the dipole (sphere) at the point r 
(we consider the field Hext to be uniform within the limits of the sphere). If we exclude the field Hi 
with the help of the field equations we come [53] to Equation (9). Both this equation and the way of 
obtaining it are analogous to what takes place when we consider the radiation friction force in the case 
of a charge (we speak of the equation 

d2r r d2r 2e2 d3r 
i - . ^ i = J e E ( r ) * ( r ) d , = - « „ d / 1 + 3 e i a / . + 0(ro). 

where mo is a mechanical mass, 

e'-Vm eA 

mem = ~ „ 

is the electromagnetic mass of a 'particle' the charge density of which 

Q = e3)(t), Js>(r)dr = 1). 
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is conservative while 

4v 
J = — -

37TC3 ["*] 
is the electromagnetic angular momentum of the star. If the outer field is absent 
(Hext = 0) and the dissipation is neglected the total momentum J = J 0 + Jm is, of 
course, constant. For neutron stars J o = /(3<1047 gem2 sec - 1 (at 7<;1045 and 
Q<\02) and JmKm2Qjr0c

2<\Qr,s g cm2 sec"1 (at r 0 £10 6 , m«H0r3;$103 0) . 
The moment Jm as well as any analogous quantity in which account is taken of the 

plasma influence is probably of interest in the case of a more detailed analysis of the 
star's dynamics. But for the decrease of the angular velocity Q and the change of the 
angle a it is the dissipative torque that is of importance 

2 T d3m~l 
N " = 3 ? L m ^ J = N d i i + N -

2 f d3mj.1 2 T d3mxl 
(10) 

The moment Nd|| is directed along the axis of rotation and slows rotation down; by 
a scalar multiplication of (9) by ft and, for the sake of simplicity, neglecting the very 
small term dJJdt we immediately get Equation (6) because 

2m2
±Q* 

UN,,, — - T - . 

The torque N d l is perpendicular to the angular velocity and causes the alignment of 
the angle a as 

(11) 

In this case and in those described earlier the magnitude of the magnetic moment 
m is considered constant and rigidly connected to the stellar body which is rotating 
so that the angle a would decrease. The characteristic time of change of the angle a 
at a «1 is about the same as that for braking the star's rotation 

3c3/ 
Tm ~ Am\Ql 

but if oc->7r/2 the alignment of the moment m is considerably slower (at <x = 7i/2, 
obviously, da/df = 0). Articles [51, 52] contain the analysis of Equation (11). Unfor-
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tunately, the torque N depends both on the radiation power, which means on the 
plasma parameters outside the star, and on the quasistatic component of the dipole 
ni||. The situation is even more complicated for a non-dipole field. The same may be 
said if we take into account the possibility of a non-spherical shape of the star due 
to the presence of a solid crust or to other reasons [52a]. As a result the question of 
a change of the angle a or, what is the same, of the projection of the radiating mag
netic moment m± for pulsars remains open. 

From observations the impression arises [54, 55] that for the pulsar NP 0532 in the 
Crab Nebula the angle a is close to njl, i.e. the magnetic dipole is almost at right 
angles to the rotation axis. There is apparently an analogous situation as far as 
ordinary magnetic stars are concerned [56]. The corresponding reasons are not yet 
clear but in principle, because of the plasma influence and the non strictly dipolar 
character of the field, the angle a can either not decrease or it may even increase 
rapidly to Tt/2. So it is too early to maintain that there are some contradictions in the 
model of the oblique rotator. 

Summarizing the above we may ascertain that the model of the oblique rotator, 
in that approximation, when the plasma outside the star is teneous enough and affects 
the radiation of the star only slightly ('vacuum approximation'), can explain a whole 
number of peculiarities of pulsars, namely: 

the braking of the stellar rotation (increase of the period) in a time T= 103—108 yr; 
the appearance in pulsars of a plasmatic atmosphere as a result of the presence 

near a rotating magnetized neutron star of an electric field inducing the outflow and 
acceleration of particles. The presence of a considerable extensive plasma atmosphere 
is supposed in the majority of models for the radiating regions of pulsars. 

In the discussed 'vacuum approximation' the magnetic field at the surface of the 
star is H0& 1012-1013 Oe, while the energy lost by the star is carried to a great extent 
by the outflowing plasma that also contains particles with rather high energies. The 
latter result is favourable, in principle, from the point of view of the possibility to 
explain activity in supernova remnants and some peculiarities of these remnants 
(specifically, we have in mind the pulsar NP 0532 in the Crab Nebula) as well as the 
effective acceleration of particles near pulsars (see, for example, [36, 57, 58]). 

At the same time the applicability of 'vacuum approximation' remains vague, to 
say nothing of the fact that one has not yet solved the fundamental task of a self-
consistent determination of the parameters of the plasma and the field near a rotating 
neutron star - oblique rotator. That is why the evaluation H 0 « 108—109 Oe for the 
field at the surface of the star does not seem improbable. The question remains un
solved of the change with time of the angle a between the magnetic moment m and 
the rotation axis £2. The same may be said about the estimations of the intensity of 
cosmic rays and nonrelativistic plasma emitted from pulsars, not to mention the 
intensity of their gravitational radiation. Meanwhile, in the literature devoted to 
pulsars it sometimes occurs that many hypothetical or only probable assumptions 
are considered as quite real (an example may be the assertions of a highly intense 
gravitational radiation of pulsars and the statement about the fundamental role of 
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pulsars as sources of cosmic rays in the Galaxy; see [59]). Of course, this situation is 
to a considerable extent a natural reaction to such a great discovery as that of the 
pulsars. But irrespective of the motives we should bear in mind that the establishment 
of a reliable theory of a pulsar atmosphere and magnetosphere will still require hard 
work. 

5. Mechanisms of Pulsar Emission* 

Apart from the information on pulsars that can be obtained from the data on super
nova remnants (see, for example, [60], we get all the information by analysing the 
radiation emitted by pulsars. Thus it is obvious that the questions concerning the 
mechanisms of pulsar emission and the structure of their emitting regions are of 
primary importance. 

The first important conclusion which can easily be made on the basis of an esti
mation of the brightness temperature Tb for the radio emission of pulsars is that 
this radio emission mechanism cannot be incoherent. 

We should recall that for incoherent mechanisms of emission if there is neither ab
sorption nor self absorption (absorption by the radiating particles themselves), the 
total radiative power (luminosity) L of a source of radiating particles (molecules, 
atoms, electrons) is equal to the sum of the intensities of the separate particles. In 
other words, for incoherent mechanisms the power is L = J/~u, but when absorption 
and self absorption are taken into account L ^ JVU, where u is the power of radiation 
from a single particle and Jf is the total amount of radiating particles in a source. 
However, in a whole series of cases it is also necessary to examine the coherent 
mechanisms of radiation in which the intensity L > J/~u and, generally speaking, not 
proportional to Jf. Cosmic masers on some OH-lines and other molecules, some 
components of the sporadic radio emission from the Sun and the radio emission of 
pulsars may serve as an example. 

The radiation flux emitted by a sphere of radius r and observed at a distance 8% is 
equal to F(v) = (27rv2/c2) KTb{r\0tf. So the brightness temperature of the source is 
equal to 

where F(v) is measured in flux units: f.u. = 10~26 watt m~2 Hz - 1 . The expression 
(12) may be assumed as the definition of Tb and then it is formally applicable also 
outside the limits of the condition hv<^KTb. Under this condition formula (12) holds 
also for the equilibrium radiation when Tb < T. 

For the pulsar NP 0532 in the Crab Nebula the flux, averaged over time, is by 
orders of magnitude equal to 

F(10 8 Hz)«10f .u . , F (10 1 5 )«10~ 2 , F ( 1 0 1 8 ) « K T 4 . (13) 

* In detail see [48, 61, 62] and the literature cited there. 
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Hence, at R= 1500 pc and r=5 x 107 cm, we get 

Tb (radio) x 1026, Tb (optics) x 109, T6 (X-rays) « 10 K. (14) 

The luminosity of the pulsar LxAnSft2 J F(v) dv is of the order of L (radio)= 1031, 
L (optics)x\03A and L (X-rays) «10 3 6 erg sec- 1. Even when decreasing the radius r 
by an order of magnitude, Tb (optics)«10u, which corresponds to a particle energy 
ExKTbx 107 eV. Hence, it is clear that the optical and X-ray emission from pulsars 
may be fully incoherent, for example, it can be synchrotron radiation or inverse 
Compton scattering. By contrast, it is evident that even at Tbx 1020 (for NP 0532 this 
corresponds to a radius rx5 x 1010 cm), the radio emission cannot be due to inco
herent mechanisms since the acceleration of a very large number of electrons up to 
energies E> 1016 eV seems completely unreal (in addition to that the flux and, re
spectively, the value of Tb for pulses of pulsars are considerably higher as compared 
with the utilized mean values). The same may be said about the OH sources with 
Tbx 1012 and certain solar radio bursts. Thus some coherent mechanism should really 
be responsible for the radio emission of pulsars. 

There are two essentially different types of coherent mechanisms of radio emission 
which may be called 'maser' and 'antenna' or 'aerial' type mechanisms. 

A maser mechanism acts already in a uniform medium without previous spatial 
bunching of the particles. It does not also require the bunching (phasing) of particles 
in velocity space. Thus a maser mechanism can begin to operate in the absence of 
macroscopic currents varying with the radiated frequency. Maser mechanisms are 
analogous to self absorption. In both these cases the intensity along the path / in a 
uniform medium varies according to the law I=I0 exp( — fil) (for self absorption, 
fi>0 and for amplification yu<0). 

For the antenna type of radiation mechanisms the spatial nonuniformity of the 
source or the current distribution in the source is essential. In the simplest case we 
have a source, that consists of bunches of particles, one of its dimensions being d<^k 
(A is the wavelength in the medium). If all the dimensions of the bunch satify this 
condition, its radiation is coherent in all directions in the sense that all the particles 
in the bunch radiate in phase. Therefore, the total power of radiation Lh = n\u, where 
u is the radiative power of one particle and nb is the number of particles in the bunch. 
If, for example, there is an electron bunch with d<^l, the total power of radiation, 
say at its acceleration, is proportional to (enb)

2 where the radiative power of an elec
tron is proportional to e2 *. 

* To eliminate confusion in the terminology we note the following. Radiation is called coherent, 
in general, when the phase of the field is fixed. Obviously, any fixed, regular (nonstatistical) current 
distribution radiates coherently. A particular case of such coherent radiation is the above men
tioned radiation provided that the difference in phases between radiators in the bunch is small. A 
set of coherent radiators (bunches) with independent (random) phases yields, on the whole, incoherent 
or partially coherent radiation. This is also true for the maser radiation in cosmic conditions (and, 
generally, without a resonator) when the radiation from a whole source is incoherent (we mean random 
phases of the field in different directions and at different frequencies). That is why we carefully 
determine in the text the coherent radiation from coherent mechanisms of radiation defined by the 
condition L > ^Vu. However, the base of such mechanisms is some coherence, for example, within 
the bunch or when the waves are amplified in a given direction. 
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For a source with N particles and Nb independently (incoherently) radiating 
bunches, it is evident that 

L = Nbn
2
hu = nhNu . (15) 

Hence in this case the radiative power is nb times the value for the incoherent source 
with the same values of N and u. 

For the filament-shaped bunches with a diameter d<k or discs with a thickness 
d <$ X, the radiation from all particles in the bunch has equal phases generally speaking, 
only in the direction perpendicular to the filament's axis or the disc plane. These 
cases are similar to thin antennae (aerials) of the proper shape. That is why we call 
such a coherent mechanism an antenna-type mechanism. 

If the characteristic size, d, of the bunch increases, the intensity of radiation begins 
to fall rapidly as soon as d ;> X. Actually, the intensity of radiation with wave vector 

Ink 
k = 

A k 

is proportional to /w|Jy(r) exp(i'kr) dr\2, where j(r) is the current density in the 
source (bunch). If we restrict ourselves (for the sake of simplicity) to a one-dimensional 
distribution we see for the continuous current distribution of the typey'=y07r-1/2 x 
xexp(-x2/d"2) that the intensity is less than at d<^X by a factor f=Qxp( — n2d2jX2). 

The mentioned factor/ is rather small already at d=X, when /=e~" «10~ 4 ; it is 
obvious that if d=3X, fx 10~40 and, consequently, the antenna mechanisms are 
effective only at d<X. The use of expressions like (15) is limited also by the condition 
of incoherence of the individual bunches. In general, it is a characteristic of the 
antenna mechanisms that the currents or the electromotive forces are fixed, the 
mutual effects of neighbouring bunches (antennas) being out of consideration. 

It is extremely difficult to satisfy such requirements for meter and shorter wave
lengths in cosmic conditions. Fiist, though different mechanisms of plasma insta
bility and some other processes induce the appearance of non-homogeneities, the 
letter are generally not clearly pronounced (in other words, the depth of a charge 
density modulation is small). Secondly, having been formed, some clearly defined 
bunches would, generally speaking, dissipate very quickly. The point is that in cosmic 
conditions it is difficult to expect the formation of monoenergetic particles and, 
therefore, the particles in bunches will have a marked velocity spread Ay. Thus, say, 
along the magnetic field, the bunch is considerably smeared at a time zxd/Ao^. Hence, 
for example, with dx30 cm and the velocity spreading along the field Av^x3x 109 

the time T * 10- 8 sec. A bunch directed across the magnetic field (in the azimuth) is 
also smeared in the time 

2nrH 2nvL eH mc2 

f < = , a>H = . 
Av, Av±cOn mc E 
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Even with AVLK\0~2 vx, the time T<103/COH and if E\mc2K\tf, H>\06, the time 
T < 1 0 - 8 sec. We can give a lot of similar examples testifying that any pronounced 
antenna mechanism is unrealistic in cosmic conditions. Meanwhile, in connection 
with the discussion of the nature of pulsar radiation it has often been suggested in 
the literature to use the antenna mechanisms. However, no concrete arguments for 
the origin of distinct bunches and their stabilization are given. In view of this fact, 
the corresponding calculations appear to us completely groundless. This is true even 
for the radio-frequency band. As for the optical and X-ray regions it is much more 
difficult to speak on the occurrence of bunches or current layers with a characteristic 
size (diameter, thickness of the layer) d<k. It may be, that the trend to use antenna 
mechanisms is connected with the fact that the radio emission from pulsars, as was 
said above, cannot be incoherent and at the same time the coherent maser mechanisms 
are not yet so well known as the classical antenna mechanisms. Nevertheless, for 
cosmic conditions the coherent maser mechanisms of radiation are of much greater 
significance than the antenna mechanisms. 

It has already been mentioned above that maser coherent mechanisms of radiation 
act also in a uniform medium, not to mention that it is necessary to assume the me
dium (the radiating region) to be limited in space. True, in maser mechanisms for 
nontransverse (in particular, longitudinal) waves some noncompensated charges with 
the density g(r) appear in accordance with the equation divE = 4ng. These charges 
as well as those associated with any fluctuations of concentrations are essential for 
the transformation of waves, for example, for the conversion of plasma (longitudinal) 
waves into electromagnetic (transverse) waves. However, in such cases the non-
uniformities of the electron or ion concentrations have nothing in common with the 
discrete bunches of charges usually considered in antenna mechanisms of radiation. 

Next we should like to make some remarks on maser mechanisms using the transfer 
equation for the intensity of electromagnetic waves / : 

dIldx = A + (B-nc)I. (16) 

If we are interested in the polarization of the radiation, analogous equations should 
be written also for the other Stokes parameters (see, for example, [63]). Furthermore, 
the refraction is neglected in (16) and below the system is assumed uniform over a 
path / along the ray (x-axis). Under such conditions the intensity of the radiation 
from a source in the ^-direction will be 

I = —^—{l-elB-^'}. (17) 
He - B 

In (16) and (17) the coefficient A corresponds to the spontaneous radiation, B to the 
induced (maser) radiation (B>0) or selfabsorption (for B<0), and /ic is the absorp
tion coefficient that is not connected with the radiating particles. In practice, for radio 
waves \ic is the absorption coefficient due to collisions. When the magnetic field effect 
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for the hydrogen plasma is neglected, we have [49] 

1 -« 2 (co) _2 co2
e 2 4?re2ne 

en (co) co m 
2 

2 . 2 ~2 ^ ^ f Veff / 1 0 \ 

« > Veff, « > — 2 " - — (18) 
CO CO 

e4 /8W; / kTe \ 5.5n f Te\ 

For the synchrotron radiation of electrons with an isotropic distribution in the vacuum 
A=e and B= — nr<§. The expressions for the emissivity £ and the reabsorption 
coefficient tir are well known [63]. Amplification (the maser effect, B>0) of synchro
tron radiation may take place either if the refractive index n in the radiating region 
is different from unity or in the case of an anisotropic velocity distribution of relativistic 
electrons. The index n # l and, specifically, n(co)=s/l"

ra"2/co2«l-(cOg/2co2) in the 
presence of a 'cold' plasma with a number density ne in the source (we assume that 

2 *ne2ne 2 
co,; = <co ) . 

m 

The anisotropy of the electron velocity distribution leads to amplification if this 
anisotropy is significant already in the interval of angles 

Umc2\2 col I -y—r v 

" - V ( T ) + O ' " ^ - , ¥ - ' - ; 
(see [62, 63] and the literature cited there). 

If a longitudinal (plasma) wave with frequency co,«coe and intensity It is propa
gating in the plasma, transverse (radio) waves with the frequencies co «col are produced 
due to the processes of spontaneous and induced scattering. In (16) in this case 
^/ = alt and B = pit (the expressions for a and /} see in [48]). In this case the amplifi
cation of radio emission is high if (/?/, —/ic) IP-1. For such mechanisms it is easy to 
obtain the necessary radio luminosity and the brightness temperature Tb for pulsars. 

The conversion of a plasma wave into radio emission is a particular case of the 
processes of transformation (due to scattering and, generally, because of the non-
linearity of the plasma) of one type of normal waves into another which can propagate 
in this plasma. When the magnetic field is present these waves are, in general, neither 
transverse nor longitudinal [49, 64]. In addition to spontaneous and induced trans
formation of different waves, these waves are generated, amplified and absorbed in 
the plasma as a result of a whole series of processes (streams of particles, shock waves). 
Due to this, the plasma turbulence, represented in some approximation by a set of 
different normal waves, produces electromagnetic radiation exciting from the plasma 
[49, 64, 65]; when (/?/, —/ie) /> 1 this radiation is just the maser radiation. 
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The third important class of maser coherent mechanisms acts in the simultaneous 
presence of plasma turbulence and relativistic particles [65]. In principle, this mech
anism is especially similar to the inverse Compton scattering of electromagnetic waves 
in vacuum on relativistic electrons (more exactly, the maser effect is associated only 
with induced scattering; the spontaneous scattering of the plasma turbulence on 
relativistic particles is also of interest). 

Let a wave (frequency cou wave vector k t ; kx = (cojc) it (a^) scatter on a relativistic 
electron with velocity v, and transform into a wave with frequency co2 = co and wave 
vector k2 = k. The wave types 1 and 2 can be different but always 

col — kxv = co — kv, (19) 

where the energy loss of the electron due to the scattering is assumed small*. The 
condition (19) can be rewritten as 

co 1 — n(co) cos(kv) = ( 0 , 1 - n(co,)cos(k1v) 

and the frequency co is maximum at cos(k1v)= —1, cos(kv)=l (frontal collision), 
that is 

G>I(1 +0>/c)"(ffli)) 2coi 

1 — (vjc) n (co) 1 — (vie) n (co) 

If the frequency is so high that one may put n (co) = 1, 

oW^coJ-V) , (20) 
\mc J 

since for relativistic particles 

c 2 2\ E 

We should like to note that it is also possible to treat synchrotron radiation as the 
frequency conversion - in this case in (20) we should put co1xeH/mc (for details see 
[62, 67J). For inverse Compton scattering in the vacuum, the role of co^ is played by 
the frequency of a scattered soft photon. In the nonrelativistic plasma, the frequency 
of normal waves co1 is defined by the characteristic frequencies 

. /— l4ne2n„ co„ 
co„ = 5.64 x 10 y/ne, cot = A' m, 43 

* Condition (19) is most easily obtained on the basis of the quantum representation in view of 
which a photon in the medium (plasmon, etc.) has the energy hco and the momentum hk (see 
[66]). The conservation laws for energy and momentum in the scattering process take the form: 
E + hern = E2 + ha>2, pi + hki = P2 + /*2, where E=V (m2c4 + c2p2) is the energy of a particle. Hence, 
for small changes of the energy £2 — E\ = h(a>2 — »i) =(8£/Sp) Ap = vzfp = h\(k2 - ki) which leads 
to (19). 
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(for the hydrogen plasma considered) and coH = eHjmc= 1.76 x 107 H. We should 
have in mind also the possibility of different mechanisms to operate simultaneously 
when A and B in (16) represent the sum of emissivity and the sum (due to all mecha
nisms) of amplification or selfabsorption. Tn particular, the synchrotron radiation 
can make the main contribution to A but the amplification can be determined by 
plasma turbulence. 

Let us also refer to the possibility of obtaining the maser mechanism in a dense 
plasma placed in a strong magnetic field (H> 108 Oe) and spontaneously radiating 
due to collisions ('one-dimensional' bremsstrahlung radiation) and transitions be
tween lower magnetic levels (cyclotron radiation) [68]. However, it is not clear yet 
whether the radiation in this case may escape from the source. The possibility of 
obtaining inverse level population when the necessary account taken of electron 
collisions also seems unreal. 

The possibility of a sharply directional and polarized radiation occurring is charac
teristic for maser mechanisms. The point is simply that the amplification coefficient 
eBl at Bl f> 1 is very sensitive to the value Bl which in turn depends on the path length, 
wave polarization and other parameters. Therefore, the values of Bl can easily be 
distinguished from each other in different directions and for different polarizations. 
Obviously, this particular feature of the maser mechanisms is highly favourable from 
the point of view of interpreting the radio emission from pulsars. The main thing, 
however, is that the maser mechanisms, in the sense of their effectiveness, can produce 
radiation with as high brightness temperature as needed. Finally, since the appli
cability of the antenna mechanisms in cosmic conditions seems unrealistic, the use 
of one or the other maser mechanism for interpreting the pulsar radio emission seems 
inevitable. 

6. Some Models of Radiating Regions of Pulsars 

The centre of gravity of the question of pulsar radiation lies in the choice of models 
for radiating regions because there is no difficulty either so far as potentialities of 
different mechanisms of radiation are concerned or from the energetic point of view. 
On the contrary, even such fundamental questions as the character of polar diagrams 
of radiation remain obscure (we mean the choice between a 'pencil-beam' and a 
'knife-like' or 'fan-beam' diagram; see below), as well as the characteristic length / and 
the distance r of the radiating regions from the surface of the star. We are also ignorant 
of the distribution function of plasma particles in radiating regions, and its determina
tion from the data on the radiation itself is of considerable obscurity (to say nothing of 
the momentum distribution function of particles even the determination of such 
integral parameters of the plasma like the number densities of the radiating ultra-
relativistic particles nr, their mean energy E, the density of 'cold' plasma ne, its tem
perature Te and others are not unique.) 

In order that the radiation of a rotating star can be observed as comparatively 
short pulses (the duration of a pulse SP-^P where P is the pulsar period), the polar 
diagram of the radiation with a characteristic angle Aq> must b sufficiently narrow 
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(models of rotating sources with such a diagram are often called the 'lighthouse' 
models). 

Obviously, 
2% 

A(px—dP = QSP. (21) 

For NP 0532 the angle A<p «20-30° while for the majority of other pulsars the angle 
Aq> is less than that. 

o 

0 
/ / / 

_ ^ / MAGNETIC 
AXIS 

Fig. 3. 

/ 

A 'pencil-beam' polar diagram (a cross-section). The diagram has axial symmetry around 
the magnetic axis. 

If the angle Acp defines the aperture of the diagram in all directions we deal with a 
'pencil-beam' polar diagram; its axis can, for example, coincide with that of magnetic 
symmetry (the direction of the dipole m; see Figure 3). The other typical possibility 
is a 'knife-like' polar diagram when the angle Aq> defines only the least possible 
aperture of the diagram while in the perpendicular direction the aperture is defined 
by the angle <p±«1 or even <p± = In. Such a diagram corresponds to the case, for 
example, when the radiation is concentrated in the angle Aq> near the equatorial plane 
of the magnetic star (Figure 4). 

The solid angles held by pencil-beam (pb) and a knife-like (Kb) diagrams have the 
order of magnitude AIpbx(A(p)2 and AZkbx2nAq> (at (p±&2n). Further at every 
revolution of a 'lighthouse' (star) the diagrams draw on the celestial sphere solid 
angles 

4n sin a. (22) AZ%- 2n sin a-Aq>, AZ^f 

For an isotropic source and by order of magnitude also for a dipole source AI^ &4n. 
So if s ina« l in the case of a knife-like diagram the pulsar is 'seen' from almost any 
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Fig. 4. A 'knife-like' polar diagram (cross-section). The diagram has axial symmetry around the 
magnetic axis. 

direction and the estimated pulsar's concentration is the same as for an isotropic 
source (all stars except pulsars are practically isotropic sources). In the case of a 
'pencil-beam' diagram the ratio 

sin a • A<p 

and the concentration of pulsars is l/(sinor/l(p) times the estimation for isotropic 
sources. If the pulsar NP 0532 in the Crab Nebula has a pencil-beam diagram we can 
observe it only due to the lucky circumstance that the diagram axis appears to be 
near the pulsar-Sun line. 

For a knife-like diagram with the angle (p± = 2n, generally speaking, two pulses 
should be observed during a pulsar period [61, 69]*. This takes place for NP 0532 
and, therefore, the assumption of a knife-like character of the diagram meets no 
objection. But the same picture can be observed also for pencil-like diagrams. Besides 
different non-symmetric diagrams can exist, for example, a knife-like one with 
(Pi<2n. 

* Let the direction of observation make the angle V with the rotation axis (Figure 5). Then if a < n/2 
and 7il2 — oc<¥<n/2 two non-equidistant pulses would be observed in a sidereal revolution (at 
W<nj2 — fx there is no radiation). If a = nl2 these pulses are equidistant and the pulsar period 
P = n/Q = Pstl2, where Pst = 2nlQ is the stars rotation period. If a^n/2 one pulse for a pulsar 
period would be observed at V = nl2 (two pulses in a sidereal revolution, i.e. P = Pst/2) and at 
V = nj2-a (in this case P = P,i). 
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Fig. 5. A 'knife-like' polar diagram (explanation). 
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Fig. 6. A model of the radiating regions of pulsars located in polar regions (a 'pencil-beam' diagram). 

For the pulsar in the Crab Nebula, apparently, aKujl (see [54, 55]). In the fol
lowing estimates of the characteristic size of the radiating regions / for a knife-like 
diagram, we deal with the thickness of the ringlike radiation belt in the plane of the 
magnetic equator, while for a pencil-beam diagram we speak of the diameter of the 
radiation 'cap' over the magnetic poles (Figure 6). We will consider the optical and 
X-ray radiation of this pulsar as incoherent synchrotron radiation. Such a hypothesis 
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seems most probable [48, 58, 61, 52] because the high effectiveness of the synchrotron 
mechanism is known from a number of examples. Besides, alternative possibilities 
(radiation from a dense plasma [68], inverse Compton scattering of radio photons on 
relativistic electrons [71, 72] and the scattering of plasma waves on relativistic elec
trons with their transformation into radio waves [73]) meat some objections.* 

It is not at all difficult to make synchrotron models of the infrared, visible (optical) 
and X-ray emission of the pulsar NP 0532 that describe in detail the form of a given 
spectrum. Such models, however, are not unique since the question of the parameters 
of the radiating regions (their form, configuration of the field and so on) is open. 
Besides, we should consider a self-consistent model, that is to take into account not 
only the radiation but also the particle acceleration, their trapping in radiation zones 
and so on. 

In such a situation we will limit ourselves to a rough approximation, that is we will 
consider the electron spectrum to be quasimonoenergetic (mean energy E; the energy 
spread AE<^E), The radiation spectrum of such electrons is well known (see, for 
example, [67]). Taking the radiation flux F(v) for the infrared, optical and X-ray 
frequencies v,, v0 and vx one can determine the frequency vm and the power P(v,„) = 
= L(vm) in the maximum of the radiation spectrum as well as the optical depth T(V;) 
for an infrared frequency (the selfabsorption for higher frequencies is too small). Then 
the frequency 

eH1/ E \ 2 , / E \2 

vm = 0.07 — — 5 = 1.2 x 10 6 HA — f Hz. (23) 
mc \mc ) \mc j 

The radiative power at the maximum is 

e3H 
P(vm) = 1.6 -- ~ nrV ~ \0'22 H±nrl

3 erg sec- 1 Hz~ ' . (24) 
mc 

The optical depth for selfabsorption [63] 

4n e fmc2\s 

T(v) = ^ = 373 t fA^7 Mr/*5/3(z)' 
4nmcfmc2\2 v / s 2 5 / 3 r ( | ) ... 

3eHL \ E J vm 3 

Hence, obviously , o n e m a y express Ejmc2, H±, nr a n d /~ V113 w i th t he he lp of o n e a n d 
the same arbitrary parameter for which we choose the ratio of the magnetic energy 

* In a dense plasma it is difficult to obtain an inverse level population (it is destroyed by collisions). 
Inverse Compton scattering is of great interest from the point of view of the pulsar y-radiation ap
pearance but in all probability it is impossible to associate optical and X-ray radiation with Compton 
scattering (as is clear from calculations [72]; the other author of the 'Compton model' [71] also passed 
on to various synchrotron models [74]). For the transformation of plasma waves into X-ray radiation 
by to scattering of relativistic particles the plasma wave frequencies should be improbably high (at 
moderate values of the ratio Ejmc2). 
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density to the energy density of relativistic electrons 5 = {H2jinEnr) (more exactly we 
deal with the projected component of the field, H±, perpendicular to the line of sight 
but below we put HxH± which is, of course, not obligatory). As a result we have 

HXH1K106S4111 Oe, I as 5 x 106<51/17cm, 

£ /mc 2 «10 2 <T 2 / 1 7 , n r * 5 x l 0 1 4 r 7 , 1 7 c m " 3 , (26) 

T ( V = 1 . 3 6 X 1014) = ^ r / = 1 . 7 5 . 

Probably, for the pulsar in the Crab Nebula S g> 1 and, in any case, 5 > 1 in order that 
the cloud of relativistic particles should be kept near the star. It is only at 3 > 1 that 
the synchrotron losses substitute the Compton losses. Thus already with 8x\ Comp-
ton losses (life-time 7c=10~7sec) are nearly 10-100 times then synchrotron losses 
(the lifetime tm = 5 x 10~6 sec)* while the intensity of Compton y-rays (Ey = 2 x 106 ev) 
would reach 1037 erg sec- 1 . 

In the discussed model the radiation region for light and X-rays is 1x5 x 106 cm, 
so it is most probable that the distance to the surface of the star will also be rx5 x 106 

cm. But it means that at the surface of the star r0x 106 cm, the magnetic field H0x 
x(rlr0)

3 Hx3 x 108 Oe. If the field H0xl012 and r«10r 0 «10 7 cm the lifetime (27) 
of the electrons moving at a large angle to the field (at H±xHxH0(r0lr)3x 109) will 
reach tmx 10 - 1 1 sec (at Ejmc2x 102). Under such conditions, in all probability, rela
tivistic electrons can 'survive' only if they are moving at a very small angle to the 
field. The character of the magnetobremsstrahlung radiation under such conditions 
differs considerably from ordinary synchrotronic radiation [63, 75] (hereby we should 
possibly consider also the curvature of the magnetic field lines [76]). If HQx 1012 for 
keeping the above discussed model one may take l<^rx 108 cm, i.e. we should move 
the radiating region to the domain of a 'light cylinder' (7). 

The character and mechanism of the pulsar radio emission is not yet clear. Let us 
assume, for example, the radio-emission of NP 0532 to be coherent synchrotron 
radiation with amplification due to the presence of a 'cold' plasma. In this case for 
quasimonoenergetic electrons the maximum value of the amplification factor \fi\ is 
determined by the formula (see [63]) 

" = - |'6*10"!(^WiCm"' ™ 
where ne is the electron density in the 'cold' plasma (in (28) this plasma is considered 
non-relativistic, but generally it may be regarded also as a relativistic plasma with 
temperature Te, satisfying the condition kTe<^E, where £ is the energy of the radiating 
ultra-relativistic electrons). 

* As is well known the energy of relativistic electrons in the magnetic field decreases to one half in a 
time 

2m3c5 (mc2\ 5 x 108 rac2 ,„_„ 
tm = I 1 = — sec. (27) 

3e4#±
2 V E ) H±* E 

If H± = 106 and E/mc2 = 102, the time / . = 5 x 10 6 sec. 
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The flux F(v) observed for NP 0532 at the frequency vx3x 107 Hz can be obtained 
with the choice of parameters (for 6 = H2j?,nEntx\) 

H x H± x 30 Oe, Ix 108 cm, (29) 

E / m c 2 « 8 , n , « 1 0 7 , nex 3 x 108, T e > 1 0 4 K . 

With this 
| / * | « 5 x l 0 ~ 7 and exp{|//| /} x 1020. 

If the magnetic field decreases according to the law HxH0 (r0/r)3, then for H0x 108 

the radioemitting region is situated at rx 1 — 2 x 108 cm that is near the 'light cylinder' 
rc = c/Qxl.5 x 108 cm (the angular velocity £2 = 200). Assuming it to have a knife
like diagram this model is schematically presented in Figure 7. If the field Hoxl012 

we should push the radio emitting region back to the distance rxlO10, the field 
decreasing according to the law (r0/r)3. But this does not seem probable and at 
H0x 1012 the amplification of the radioemission is rather not due to the 'cold' plasma 
effect. However, also with Hoxl0a we have no particular reasons for considering 
wave amplification to be associated with the 'cold' plasma. It is by no means less 
probable, for example, that the amplification takes place due to an anisotropic ve
locity distribution of relativistic electrons (in this case the presence of a 'cold' plasma 

Fig. 7. A model of the radiating regions of the pulsar NP 0532 (a 'knife-like' diagram). 
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is not obligatory)*. Different mechanisms for the transformation of plasma waves 
into radio waves can fully prove to be effective as well (see the previous chapter and 
[73a]). Hence we should express a great uncertainty with regard to concrete models 
of the pulsar radioemission. Let us mention also the delicacy of the question of the 
polarization of the radioemission, [28, 77] the analysis of which can at the same time 
make things clear in many respects**. We should like to emphasize also the presence 
of the second (short) period in pulsars which has been discovered for a number of 
pulsars [77a]. Apparently, in this case we deal with some oscillations or differential 
rotation in the radioemitting regions of pulsars but the exact nature and the character 
of corresponding processes are not at all clear yet. 

Coherent mechanisms of radiation are obviously rather sensitive to different para
meters because the amplification is determined by factors of the exponential type (the 
factor e^1'). It is quite possible also that the pulsar NP 0532 is not a typical represen
tative even of young pulsars. In view of this it is not excluded that the ratio of fluxes 
in radio and optical or X-ray bands can vary within rather wide limits. Specifically, 
there arises the question of the possibility to record optical or X-ray pulsars not only 
among the observed radiopulsars [61, 78]. Meanwhile, as far as we know there have 
been attempts up to now to discover pulsating optical and X-ray radiation only for 
radiopulsars (for this case there is an advantage, of course, of knowing the period) 
and for some X-ray 'stars'. 

There are no lines in the spectrum of the only known optical pulsar - the one in 
the Crab Nebula [79, 80]. This is to be expected for a neutron star. So it is natural 
to search for optical pulsars (which are not at the same time intensive enough to be 
observed in the radioregion) among the stars whose spectra have no lines (there are 
many such stars in the sky [80]). 

7. The Utilization of Pulsars in Astronomy and Physics 

The most important point in the discovery of pulsars is their probable identification 
with neutron stars (the discussion of the possible existence of neutron stars began 
already as far back as in 1934; see [81]). Apart from the study of pulsars (neutron 
stars) themselves, their role in supernova remnants [36, 59, 83-85] attracts attention. 

Finally, the fact that sharp and strictly periodic signals escape from pulsars (the 

* The latter circumstance is rather important for it may well be that due to the rapid acceleration 
(heating) of the particles all the plasma near a pulsar and even up to the distance rc = c/Q is relativistic 
or ultrarelativistic. 
** The analysis of the processes of propagation and escape of the radio emission from the pulsar's 
magnetosphere shows that a strong linear polarization of the pulsar's radio emission can be explained 
only when the escape into the interstellar medium takes place in the region of quasitransversal 
magnetic fields. The detailed character of the polarization and its change during the pulse can be 
connected with the different relative position of the layer where the transformation of a quasitrans
versal propagation to a quasilongitudinal one takes place and the region of so-called limiting polariza
tion (above it was assumed that the propagation is governed by the nonrelativistic plasma; if all the 
plasma in the magnetosphere is ultrarelativistic the situation can be different). 
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secular increase of the period may be taken into account) makes them interesting for 
astronomy and physics. Some astronomical applications of findings related to pulsars 
are connected not with the periodicity of radiation but with its polarization and the 
point-like character or favourable location of the sources on the celestial sphere. 

The propagation of radio waves in the interstellar plasma may be considered in 
very good approximation as 'quasilongitudinal'* and, besides, the index of refraction 
h is quite close to 1. That is why we may take that 

2 2 
co„ - n„ (£>„ 

n = 1 - - e
2 = 1 - 4.03 x 107 - , n± = 1 - - - - — ? (30) 

2co v 2(0 (co + coH cos 0) 
co2coHcos6 neH cos0 

«_ - n+ = —,— = 2.3 x 10 ^ 
to v 

n+ + n_ 

where n_ — n+ is the difference between the refraction indices for circularly polarized 
waves with different directions of the field vector rotation. 

In the interstellar medium the difference |n_ — h + \^co2coHjco3 is very small**, there
fore it should be regarded only while considering its integral effect as Faraday ro
tation of the polarization plane (see below), which disappears at H=0. With the 
calculating of the phase and group delay the interstellar plasma may be considered 
isotropic with the index n = (n + +«_) /2 given in (30); with this \n~ 11 =4.03 x 107 x 
x/?c /v2<104at«e^102 and v>107Hz. 

lnhomogeneities in the interstellar medium always satisfy the condition 

X0 |dn/dz| 20 

In n2 ~ 2n 

dit, 
,- < 1 (31) 
dz 

i.e. the change of the index n along a wavelength X0 = cjv is negligibly small. Under 
such conditions the phase delay for the distance &t is with a very high degree of 
accuracy (see [85a]) equal to 

a 

a neds 

n (co, s) ds = (co/c) M - 8.5 x 10"3 . (32) 
CO 

<p = 

* In the interstellar medium the electron density ne «s 10 2—102 cm-3 and the intensity of the magnetic 
field Hf* 10 6-10 5. That is why a)e = (4^e2«c/w)1/2 = 5.64 x 104 x V"««« 5 x 103-5 x 105 and 
(OH = eHjmc= 1.76 x 107 / /« ; 10-100, i.e. (Oe>coH. Under these conditions the propagation of 
waves may be considered quasi-longitudinal if (row2 sin40)/(4<»2 cos20) <g 1 and (OH2 sin20/2cu2) <̂  1, 
where 8 is the angle between the line of sight (the wave vector) and the field H (see [49], § 11). Thus it 
is clear that the quasilongitudinal approximation is true even at co = 2nv ~ 6 x 107(1 ~ 30 m) while 
the angle n/2 ~6 > 10~6 <*> 0".2 i.e. practically always. In formula (30) in the interstellar medium the 
ratio (coe2(OHlo)3)< (3 x 1013/wa)< 10~10 at co> 6 x 107. The absorption in (30) is not considered 
since for frequencies v> 107 it is usually small enough. 
** We refer again to the previous footnote. 
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The time of the group delay of the signal is 

J"' 
+ 2 - ? . (33) **„ = 

m 1.35 x 10"3 | nAs 

ds dq> 

v„r dco c 

From measurements at different frequencies one can find the value Atgr(v) — 0t\c\ 
so for pulsars we can immediately determine the integral quantity of electrons along 
the line of sight Jfe=\% ne ds or J/e = ne8#, since the refraction is small and the 
trajectory of the ray may be considered a straight line. The coefficient 

DM = ,- Jfe = 1.5 x 1(T2* jVe 

2nmc 
in the expression Atgr — ^\c = DMX2 is sometimes called the dispersion measure (if 
jVe is measured in particles per pc-cm - 3 and X in meters, DM=5.8 x 10"2 jVe sec 
m~2; some authors call the value of Jfe itself the dispersion measure.) If we consider 
the change of the particle density distribution with time the determined value JVC-= 

= J ne ds = J ne (s, tgr) ds, where ne (s, tgr) is the density at the point s and the moment 
tgr when the pulse considered passes this point. 

The use of the value J/~e obtained from the data on the delay time for pulsars with 
the addition of other information gives us the possibility of getting valuable know
ledge of the interstellar medium. Thus, in the galactic plane according to [86] he = 
= 0.05 c m - 3 in contrast to the value «e = 0.1 c m - 3 accepted previously. We should 
note that the values of jVe for known pulsars are approximately >3pc-cm~3« 1019 

cm - 2 . That is why Atgr — Mjc>lOi6/v2 and the delay of pulses at the frequency 
v«108 Hz as compared with the pulses at high frequencies exceeds one second and 
for a number of pulsars it reaches several minutes. 

Inhomogeneities of the interstellar medium should naturally cause fluctuations in 
the intensity of the radio emission of discrete sources recorded at the Earth (the picture 
corresponds to the diffraction on the phase screen and its change with the time is 
determined mainly by the size of inhomogeneities and the relative velocity of the 
screen and the Earth). The potentialities of corresponding observations had been 
discussed [87] before the discovery of pulsars but only with the use of pulsar radiation 
did they become real and are being carried out now [88, 89]. Some contribution to 
the fluctuations are, of course, due to the corona of the pulsar itself [88-89a] as well 
as to the interplanetary medium. The contribution of the latter may be comparatively 
confidently excluded or, on the contrary, we may use pulsars for the investigations 
of the solar supercorona [90]. 

The field vector in the linearly polarized wave travelling in the interstellar medium 
rotates over an angle (see (30) and [49]) 

"P = W \ («_ - « + ) ds = ^ ^ 2 ne (s) H (s) cos 6 (s) ds. (34) 
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Instead of ¥ the rotation measure RM is often used which is defined as the factor in 
the relation *¥ = RMX2, where RM=SA x 105 J neHcos6 ds rad m~2 if W is measured 
in radians, k in meters, the distance in parsec, ne in c m - 3 and H in Oersteds. Thus 
the knowledge of the angle *P allows us to determine the value of Jo neH c°s 6 ds. 
The use of pulsars for this purpose is particularly valuable, for at the same time 
Jfe = \ ne ds is measured along the same line of sight and, therefore, a mean value 
Hcos0= §neHcos6 dsl\ne ds is determined for the same line (see [91]). The en
vironment ('corona') of a pulsar has a stronger influence on the estimate of H cos 8 
for the interstellar medium than on the determination of the mean particle density 
ne (near the pulsar both the values of ne and //increase; besides, the value of Hcos6 
as distinct from ne can change sign). The consideration of the influence of pulsar 
environments on the polarization of their radiation requires a special analysis [48, 
47, 92]; the same may be said about the influence on the polarization of fluctuations 
of the quantity neH cos 9 and also about the determination of this quantity near the 
Sun (see [92, 93]). Nevertheless, the use of pulsars for estimations of the longitudinal 
component H cos 6 of the magnetic field H on the line of sight together with the 
possibility of determining a mean electron concentration ne and its fluctuations be
longs to the most important applications of pulsar observations for astronomical 
purposes. Pulsars can be used also in classical astronomy and astrometry [94, 95]. 

While passing near the Sun the electromagnetic pulse undergoes two closely con
nected effects of general relativity, i.e. a deflection and an extra delay reaching 
2 x 10 - 4 sec when the ray is grazingly passing the Sun's disk. Due to the latter effect 
we have to observe an annual change of the period of pulsars located on the celestial 
sphere near the path of the Sun [94, 96]. However, checking-up general relativity 
though the observation of an artificial planet with a transmitter on board seems much 
more hopeful for this purpose. 

The light pulses from pulsar NP 0532 arrive simultaneously (accuracy « 1 0 - 5 sec) 
for a number of wave lengths for which the observations have been carried out. 
Hence, we may come to the conclusion that the velocity of light in this diaphason 
does not depend on the frequency with a very high degree of accuracy (Ac/c < 5 x 10"1 8; 
see [97]). Some other possibilities are discussed in the literature [94, 98] offering the 
application of pulsars in the investigations of astronomical and physical questions. 

Concluding Remarks 

One may think that the content of the report confirms the assertion made at the 
beginning that the theoretical notions about pulsars and their corresponding models 
are not at all complete. At the same time progress in the theory of pulsars is obvious 
and, in particular, several concrete tasks and questions requiring theoretical investi
gations are already clear. There is no need to enumerate these tasks here as they are 
partially clear from the above and because I should like to finish the report with more 
general remarks. 

The discovery of pulsars is the last from the five brilliant astronomical discoveries 
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made during the previous decade. The other discoveries made within the period 
1960-1967 were quasars, cosmic X-ray sources ('X-ray stars'), the relict microwave 
radiation with a temperature of 2.7 K and the cosmic masers on the lines of OH, 
H 2 0 and some other molecules. I should note that, though physicists produced a 
great deal within the same period, their discoveries of comparable importance are 
perhaps only two, that is the proof of existence of two types of neutrinos (muon and 
electron neutrinos) and the discovery of CP nonconservation in weak interactions. 
In this respect we may say that astronomy went ahead of physics but, of course, this 
was possible only as a result of the use in astronomy of new physical techniques 
(reception of radio waves, detecting of X-rays and so on). In other words the stream 
of astronomical discoveries is mainly a manifestation of the process of transformation 
of astronomy from an optical astronomy to an all-wave one. This process which 
began after the second World War is likely to be finished during the next decade. 

All this is well known but here I should like to emphasize the following: none of the 
new astronomic discoveries, as far as we know, has exceeded the limits of the known 
physical laws, or has made us revise or change something in the foundation of 
physics. Besides, some of newly discovered objects and phenomena were long ago 
predicted "on the edge of the pen". This refers particularly to neutron stars [81, 99]. 

Thus not at all belittling the great discoveries made lately by astronomers we may 
state that this progress has not yet overstepped the limits of astronomy and at any 
rate in the opinion of the majority of astronomers and physicists it has not put any 
new principle problems before physics. 

Will this situation remain further and, generally, what discoveries or changes of a 
principle character can be expected in astronomy in the visible future? 

It would be most prudent not to put this question at all, for the prophets (or, more 
prosaically, the prognosticators) have only one common feature, that is to make 
mistakes or, at least, to make partial mistakes. 

But without pretending for some non-trivial prognosis, we may point out some 
possibilities that have already been discussed*. 

In the nearest future we may expect the detection of neutrinos from the Sun. We 
have also real hopes concerning the recording of neutrinos formed during the flashes 
of supernovae (i.e., probably in the process of the formation of neutron stars and at 
the same time of pulsars). So valuable information will be received not only of 
astronomical character but relating to the physics of neutrinos and generally weak 
interactions [100, 101]. More distant seems the possibility of observing neutrinos of 
relict origin formed during the early stages of cosmical evolution for a number of 
cosmological models discussed at the present time. 

Thus, one of the branches of tomorrow's astronomy is neutrino astronomy. 
The idea of gravitational waves (we mean, of course, waves in vacuum) appeared 

more than half a century ago together with appearance of the theory of general 

* We put aside the question of the origin of the solar system, the structure of the Moon and planets 
and so on, together with the problem of the discovery of life or civilization outside the Earth. 
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relativity (the formula for the intensity of gravitational radiation was obtained by 
Einstein in 1918 [102]). But we cannot expect gravitational waves to be discovered 
even today * mainly because of the very small sensitivity of the corresponding re
ceivers as compared with those for electromagnetic waves. We may believe, neverthe
less, that one should succeed in receiving gravitational radiation from binary stars 
and, perhaps, from pulsars during our century (the thirty years that we leave for this 
should not seem to be too long a period considering that the gravitational waves have 
already been waiting to be discovered for more than 50 yr). 

The reception of cosmic gravitational waves will make the contents of the 'gravi
tational waves astronomy' and can bring some unexpectedness (such an unexpected
ness could be the discovery of waves with an intensity as was indicated in the experi
ments [38]; see also [39]). 

Within the limits of general relativity the gravitational waves should be strictly 
transversal. In the tensor-scalar theory for the gravitational field [103] gravitational 
waves on the contrary have a longitudinal component (parallel to the wave vector). 
Nevertheless, it is difficult to expect that the fate of the tensor-scalar theory should 
be decided by studying gravitational waves. It is much more probable that this would 
be done in the nearest future as a result of more accurate measurements of the de
flection of light rays near the Sun or of the time of delay for radio signals passing 
near to it. 

The majority of physicists including the present author are sure of the correctness 
of general relativity, at any rate for not too strong gravitational fields. But there is 
also no doubt that further experimental verification of this theory even for weak 
fields is necessary. After the discovery of the flattening of the Sun [103] the situation 
in this field even became dramatic. If it turned out that general relativity needed some 
modification already for weak gravitational fields (within the limits of the solar sys
tem; and, specifically, some scalar gravitational field exists) it would be a scientific 
discovery of greatest importance. In this case, so long as we speak of the use of 
astronomical measurements, we should really say that astronomy has once more 
rendered physics an incalculable service. 

The possibility that the physical laws and theories already known to us may prove 
not to be correct increases with the transition to larger and larger spatial and time 
scales and to larger and larger masses and densities of matter. This refers both to 
general relativity and to the physics of elementary particles (specifically we mean the 
conservation of baryon charge and other laws of conservation). 

As is known a number of astronomers have already suggested that in the Universe 
the number of baryons is not conserved (the creation of matter in steady-state 
cosmology and so on), that the equations of the general relativity are violated for 
strong fields (for example, in the case of a gravitational collapse) [104], that super-

* If the receivers for gravitational radiation that were used in [38] really recorded gravitational radia
tion the power of cosmic gravitational radiation is colossal, which seems improbable. For this 
reason and mainly because of the absence of a number of control experiments the question of the 
nature of the events observed in [38] cannot yet be considered as settled. 
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massive and very dense but sometimes active protobodies exist in stars and particu
larly in the nuclei of galaxies [105-108] and so on. The steady-state cosmology seems 
now practically rejected but in the other cases mentioned things are far from clear. 
The present author is a supporter of a 'healthy conservatism' i.e. does not see any 
reason for supporting new fundamental ideas before the appearance of cogent argu
ments in their favour. To my mind there are no such arguments at present. But the 
very problem of the search for new fundamental ideas and opinions in astronomy 
(including cosmology) undoubtedly does not only exist but from a certain point of 
view it is the most interesting one. A concrete prognosis in such cases as a matter of 
fact is impossible. 

Are all these remarks justified, however, in a report on pulsars? We see this justifi
cation in the fact that all the mentioned (and, practically, all known to us) trends of 
succeeding astronomic investigations of a fundamental character are directly or in
directly connected with neutron stars and, therefore, with pulsars! As a matter of 
fact, it is precisely the neutron stars that belong to the number of most intensive 
potential sources of cosmic neutrino and gravitational waves. Of all known stars 
relativistic effects are particularly strong for neutron stars and, thus, the question of 
the applicability of general relativity is here of particular importance. Finally, the 
central density of neutron stars is the highest for all known (but not only hypothetical) 
objects. That is why if a 'new' physics proves to be necessary it would not, probably, 
go past the neutron stars. 

Thus pulsars are not only in the focus of present-day astronomy but, in all proba
bility, they will stay in the centre of attention for many years and even decades. 
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Notes Added in Proof. Let us mention briefly some new results. 
(1) Polarization measurements in the radioregion for four pulsars [109] and ap

parently those [110] for optical radiation of pulsar NP 0532 testify to the model in 
which the polarization diagram of pulsar radiation is 'pencil-beam' with the axis 
close to the magnetic one. It is also mentioned in paper [110] that the differences 
between polarization and some other characteristics of NP 0532 radiation in optic-
and radioregions indicate the different mechanisms of optical and radio emission. 

The latter conclusion seems well enough grounded but to the same degree it follows 
already from the general considerations presented in Sections 5 and 6 of the present 
paper. 

About the polar diagram and the factors defining its width (the beaming mechanism) 
see Ref. I l l and 112. 

(2) We should mention papers [113, 114] devoted to pulsar magnetosphere and 
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paper [115] referring to pulsar dynamics with the account taken of its nonspherical 
shape. 

(3) It is expedient to distinguish between the outer and inner layers of the crust 
[116]. There are practically no free neutrons in the outer layer whereas the inner one 
is just characterized by the presence of free neutrons. The corresponding boundary 
lies at the density e~3 .10 u g-cm- 3 . When the density increases, the number of 
neutrons naturally grows and at the density g«10 1 4 g-cm~3 the crust vanishes rather 
rapidly (in the density scale). As was shown in Section 3 of the present paper the 
neutron liquid formed (with the admixture of proton and electron liquids) is ap
parently superfluid. 

However, the neutrons in the inner part of the crust (i.e. at the densities 3 .10n< 
^>Q ^ 1014 or in somewhat narrower density interval) probably also form a superfluid 
subsystem. 

(4) The question of the state and structure of the substance of the part of the outer 
crust layer close to the star surface is not yet clear. In this region it is necessary, 
generally speaking, to take into account the influence of the magnetic field which can 
lead to the formation of original molecular and quasipolymer structures [117]. 

In this connection the use of estimate (2) for melting temperature Tm near the crust 
surface is unlikely to be justified. Besides, some thin layer (atmosphere) of gas or, 
better to say, fluid plasma is apparently to be formed over the crust. Characteristics 
of this layer (in particular its chemical composition) seem rather essential from the 
point of view of the conditions of plasma outflow from the star, and therefore for the 
understanding of the processes in a neutron star magnetosphere. 
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